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yy The OIP was executed in three
geographically distant locations, of which
two were around the Elefsina area and one
thousands of kilometers away in Cyprus,
covered by Mini-UAV Systems which were
connected through VPN

Site A: Patima site

yy Scalability was demonstrated, but not
integrated in the OIP.

Fourth OIP premises
DESFA, as End-user partner in ZONeSEC,
hosted the 4th OIP. The experimental scenario
was achieved at two locations:

ZONeSEC overview

pilot demonstrations, planned for 2018.

ZONeSEC consortium, formed by 19 partners
from 9 European countries, focuses on the
surveillance of critical infrastructure sites
considered as wide geographical zones.
ZONeSEC aims to address the needs of
widezones surveillance by defining a new
Europe-wide framework, which will go beyond
specific technical proposition. ZONeSEC is also
taking into consideration issues pertaining
to costs, performance, interoperability,
complexity, risk assessment, societal
acceptance and ethics.
The solutions proposed by ZONeSEC aim at
benefiting a variety of critical infrastructure
stakeholders in Europe by taking into account
transnational and cross-border contexts and
applications.
This will enable involved stakeholders to
improve coordination and produce a unified
and coherent response when dealing with
potential failures or threats to critical
infrastructures (such as pipelines, energy lines
or transportation networks).

Fourth OIP overview
From 13th to 15th December 2017, the Fourth
On-site Integration Pilot (OIP) was held in
Elefsina, Greece. The main goal of this OIP was
to include final additions to the framework in
close-to-reality conditions and prepare for the
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This pilot has focused on the enhancement of
the final system architecture with the inclusion
of extended and additional features, built over
the platform which has been tested in previous
OIPs. These additions will be used in the pilot
demonstrations to be held during 2018. Main
new features that can be highlighted are:
yy Nearly all ZONeSEC sensors, have been
successfully integrated and tested.
yy A specific service created for Security has
been implemented and tested.
yy Security Clusters of sensors, including
distributed processing have been
implemented.
yy Orders, including bidirectional orders, have
three options now:
 Activation and deactivation of sensors
 Orders to UAV; feedback now includes
Acceptance and the real flight plan
 Configuration of security clusters
Status of sensors and of clusters, including
the generation of alerts.
yy Visual analysis of behavior and dynamic
detection of objects using real time footage.
yy New visual enhancements and
improvements in the Common Operational
Picture

More information about ZONeSEC in www.zonesec.eu

Site B: Megara site
yy Site A: Patima site. Patima is one of DESFA’s
operations and maintenance centers. It
covers an area of the main transmission
pipeline and a number of high-pressure
pipelines. This place hosted the remote
Common Operational Picture (COP).
yy Site B: Megara is a remote area,
approximately 20 km from the Operations
Centre in Patima. The site hosts a small
telecom building and a restricted area with
pipeline valves

A mini-UAV System was deployed in a remote
location (Cyprus) in order to demonstrate the
surveillance of large spatial areas.
About our host:
DESFA (National Natural Gas System Operator
S.A.) is a natural gas transmission system
operator in Greece. It was established on 30
March 2007. In addition to the transmission
system, the company operates also the
Greece’s gas distribution networks.

More information about ZONeSEC in www.zonesec.eu
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Fourth OIP scenario
The DESFA’s 4th OIP scenario included a
combination of physical and cyber sabotage
to DESFA premises at both sites. This gave
the ZONeSEC partners the opportunity to
demonstrate surveillance system platform
functionalities

yy Detection of four different types of cyberattacks including position of the attack
yy Use of life CCTV footage (legacy)
yy Remote Mission assignment to UAV and
tracking of suspect, feedback from UAV

yy Security: COP used
login and roles,
and encrypted
communication
yy New version of the
Mobile version of the
COP
yy Enhanced alerts
representation and
creation of manual
alerts in COP
yy Reports on the COP
yy Status: Detection of
sensors down
yy Switching ON and OFF
sensors
yy Detection of alerts
created by simple events (e.g. vibration of a
fence using an accelerometer)
yy Tampering of sensors creating an alert of
tampering
yy Fusion of data coming from combination of
events
 Acceleration sensors and spectral imaging
system
 Image analysis and acceleration sensors
 COTS Magnetic contact switch and PIR
motion sensor with acceleration sensors
yy Detection of illicit behaviour using video
analysis in real time (manipulation of valves)
yy Classification of objects using life footage
coming from UAV. We detect cars, trucks and
people and send their positions.
yy Detection of physical intrusion and
movement inside the secure perimeter
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yy Multiple virtual sensors deployment with
the Scenario Editor and activation of many
sensor simulations (up to 20) simultaneously
yy Security capillaries cluster management and
cluster distributed processing

Sensors and systems involved
The fourth On-site Integration Pilot brought
together the following elements:
Plug&Play&Forget Wireless Acceleration
sensors provided by IK4-TEKNIKER. These
sensors were installed and attached to
different fences both at Site A and Site B with
identified abnormal movement of the fence.
Distributed Acoustic Sensor (iDAS) provided
by Silixa. iDAS is an optoelectronic system
monitoring the acoustic field along an optical
fibre cable. In this OIP, the iDAS was connected
to DESFA’s preinstalled optical fibre to

More information about ZONeSEC in www.zonesec.eu

monitor a 20km-segment of a high-pressure
gas pipeline. iDAS successfully detected and
classified digging and walking activities along
the pipeline, following the OIP’s scenario.
Spectral Imaging System provided by ICCS.
This is a novel multi-sensor system with
thermal, hyperspectral and SWIR cameras. The
processing of the huge amount of spectral
video data was locally performed. The system
successfully detected and disseminated
approaching and intrusion alerts in the
forbidden areas of the premises
Mini-UAV support
provided by ADITESS.
The goal of the MiniUAV system in this OIP
is twofold. On the one
hand is the preparation
of the system to
receive Orders from the
ZONeSEC System and
through the Task-Based
Guidance component
to prepare the flight
plan for a mission. On
the other hand, realtime video stream
including metadata
(i.e. position, target)
captured from daylight and thermal camera
was demonstrated during the execution of
the mission. Finally, the UAV live footage was
processed to detect cars, people and trucks.
CCTV (legacy): DESFA´s premises included
pre-existing video surveillance cameras. This
footage was shown in COP.
SDAIM (Surveillance, Detection and Alerts
Information Management) developed and
deployed by IT INNOVATION in cooperation
with THALES, successfully analyzed and fused
data from various accelerometer sensors, with
automated reasoning and alerts messaging for
display on the COP..
SIMISAW (SIMulation for Improved
Situational AWareness) integrating
interactive 2D/3D COP (Common Operational
Picture) and scenario editor provided by

DIGINEXT, and Simulation tools provided by
Atos and DIGINEXT. The COP displayed a 3D
cartographic view of deployed sensors and
raised alerts from subsystems. The scenario
editor and the simulation tools provided means
to add geo-localized virtual systems, create
interaction with virtual systems and simulate
their inputs to ZONeSEC.
Uniform Communication Module (UCM)
designed by ICCS, has been successfully
integrated into ZONeSEC security capillaries
and legacy systems enabling interoperable and
real-time communications
from heterogeneous
sensor systems,
following a distributed
communication
architecture.
Wide zones Surveillance
Reference Toolkit
(WSRT), provided
by EXODUS in
cooperation with GAP
Analysis, successfully
demonstrated to the endusers. Presentation was
focused on two main tools
a) Security Management
System (SeMS)
Assessment Tool and b) the CI Risk Analysis
Tool based on which the end-user had the
opportunity to see how through these tools,
they can easily assess their current security
procedures within their widezone and identify,
assess and evaluate potential risks related to
their security measurements, respectively.
Security Clusters provided by IK4-TEKNIKER
in collaboration with ICCS, IT INNOVATION and
THALES, have been completed for the OIP.
Clusters can now be added to the framework
and there is local processing of data and
generation of distributed alerts.
CORE: All the different sub-systems were
interconnected by the ZONeSEC Core and
its supporting services. ZONeSEC Core is the
integration component produced by Atos in
collaboration with EXUS.

More information about ZONeSEC in www.zonesec.eu
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Towards the first pilot
demonstration: a new beginning
The next demonstration event will be the first
among the final pilot demonstrations in the
ZONeSEC project. It will be held near Torija,
Guadalajara, in Mid-f March 2018. The event
will take place at ACCIONA premises.
Acciona, S.A. is a Spanish conglomerate
group dedicated to the development and
management of infrastructure (construction,
water, industrial and services) and renewable
energy.
The scenario will revolve around malicious
intent to damage and illicit trespass inside the
highway installations and premises.
This OIP will be the starting final
demonstration of all the features. Only small
improvements and corrections about the
following features will be exercised:

End Users and Standardization
Workshops
Athens, Greece on 18-19 October, 2017
On October 18-19, 2017 the End-User &
Standardization Workshops were held at
Stratos Vassilikos Hotel’s conference room in
Athens.
More than 40 participants attended different
sessions and participated in sessions related
to standardization activities, requirements
of security in critical infrastructure,
data protection and privacy, as well as
dissemination and exploitation. Feedbacks
from end users were collected in the form
of surveys, interviews etc and will be used in
future ZONeSEC deliverables.

yy Enhanced scalability and deployment of
processing modules from the SDAIM
yy Security Clusters and distribution of
processing with the SDAIM
yy Measures of “legacy sensors” (like
temperature of the weather station) shown
on the COP
yy Improvements on Mobile COP
yy Improvements in real time footage
processing
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CEN-CENELEC WORKSHOP ‘INTEROPERABILITY OF
SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR THE SURVEILLANCE OF
WIDEZONES’
Athens, Greece on 11 December, 2017
On December 11, 2017 the CEN-CENELEC
Workshop ‘Interoperability of security systems
for the surveillance of widezones’ was held at
ACROPOLIS HILL Hotel in Athens. The CWA
Kick -off Meeting aimed to launch and to
promote the development of interoperable
solutions through standardization concept
of CEN/CENELEC Workshop Agreement
, ensuring the timely delivering of draft
standards by the Zonesec, considering its
timeframe of activities.

More information about ZONeSEC in www.zonesec.eu
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